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Facts of the case 

 NIIT Technologies Limited (NIIT) is an Indian listed company. 

 PIPL Business Advisors and Investment Private Limited (PIPL BA) and GSPL 

Advisory Services and Investment Private Limited (GSPL AS), both incorporated 

in March 2017, were promoter holding companies, which held certain shares in 

NIIT.  

 PIPL BA and GSPL AS had acquired their shareholding in NIIT by virtue of receipt 

of a “gift” of the NIIT shares from other promoter holding companies named PIPL 

and GSPL respectively, in March 2017. 

 A merger scheme (Scheme) was filed before the Delhi Bench of the National 

Company Law Tribunal (NCLT), entailing the merger of PIPL BA and GSPL AS into 

NIIT and allotment of the proportionate number of shares to the shareholders of 

the amalgamating companies, which were the promoter family trusts. 

 The appointed date of the merger was 31 March 2017. 

 The structure is depicted below: 

 

 The rationale of the Scheme was simplification of the promoter shareholding 

structure, reducing shareholding tiers and providing transparency to the 

promoters’ direct engagement with NIIT. 

 In the course of the NCLT hearings, the Income-tax authorities (TA) raised 

objections to the sanctioning of the Scheme, citing that the purpose of the 

Scheme was tax avoidance. 

 

Objections of tax authorities 

The TA raised the following key objections to the Scheme: 

 The sole purpose of the restructuring was to benefit the promoters by transfer of 

shares of NIIT (having huge market value), from PIPL and GSPL (erstwhile 

promoter holding companies), to the respective family Trusts, in a tax efficient 

manner. The transfer would be through the medium of certain pre-ordained 

steps, including the proposed merger. The petitioner companies were not 

benefitted by the restructuring in any way. 



 The restructuring resulted in misusing the benefit under section 47 and section 

56 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 (Act), to transfer shares of NIIT (having huge 

market value) from PIPL and GSPL (erstwhile promoter holding companies) to 

the respective family Trusts, while avoiding the payment of the due capital gains 

tax / receipt of assets based tax. 

 

Ruling of the NCLT 

The NCLT sanctioned the Scheme, by rejecting the objections of the TA, on the 

following basis: 

 When the TA objects to the NCLT sanctioning any scheme, the onus is on the TA 

to demonstrate that the sole purpose of the scheme is tax avoidance. The key 

question that needs to be decided in such situations is whether the scheme is 

designed solely for avoiding tax or merely adopts a tax efficient way of 

undertaking the desired transaction. In this context, number of judgements in 

tax jurisprudence have distinguished between tax avoidance/evasion (which is 

not permissible) and tax mitigation/saving (which is permissible). Based on past 

judgements, the position in law that has emerged is that a taxpayer can arrange 

his affairs to reduce his tax burden in a lawful manner. 

 Reliance was also placed on the Bombay High Court ruling in case of AVM Capital 

Services Private Limited (CSP 670-675 of 2011), wherein the High Court 

approved a merger which was on lines similar to the instant case. 

 While the TA have referred to the introduction of section 56(2)(x) of the Act from 

FY 2017-18, having motivated the restructuring, the TA have not specified under 

which provisions of the Act a “gift” would have been taxable under the law 

applicable at the time of the “gift”, i.e. in FY 2016-17. The TA have also been 

unable to convincingly demonstrate the tax avoidance involved in the 

restructuring. 

 Further, the TA have referred to the appointed date being 31 March 2017 as 

being motivated by the introduction of section 56(2)(x) of the Act from FY 2017-

18. The NCLAT in the case of MBS IT Institute Private Limited (CA No 194 of 

2017) has held that for NCLT to postpone the appointed date as specified in a 

scheme, grounds should be demonstrated for such a change. As the TA have 

been unable to demonstrate any tax avoidance on the basis of having the above 

appointed date under the law prevailing till such date, i.e. in FY 2016-17, such 

appointed date could not be altered. 

 

Conclusion 

The merger of promoter holding companies into the listed company as a part of internal 

restructuring of promoter holdings and the TA’s ability to invoke principles of General 

Anti-avoidance Rules (GAAR) / anti-avoidance principles, have currently become 

vexatious issues. Recently, the Mumbai Bench of the NCLT rejected a similar scheme in 

the case of Ajanta Pharma (CSP 995-996 of 2017) on the basis of tax avoidance, after 

considering the TA’s objections which were based on re-characterizing the transaction 

using GAAR principles. 



Considering this recent experience, the above judgement of the Delhi Bench of the 

NCLT, while sanctioning the scheme in NIIT’s case, seems to set the tax avoidance vs 

tax mitigation matter in the right perspective when it acknowledges that a taxpayer 

can arrange his affairs to reduce his tax burden in a lawful manner. 

Source: NCLT Delhi Bench order pronounced on 12 November 2018 in the scheme of amalgamation between 

PIPL Business Advisors and Investment Private Limited, GSPL Advisory Services and Investment Private 

Limited and NIIT Technologies Limited – CA (CAA) 83(ND) of 2017. Public documents as available on 

https://nclt.gov.in/. 
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